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THE NATURE OF SOUND SOURCES

Over the years we have come to accept that there are two different types of sound sources –
live and reproduced. We continue to be dissatisfied with this state of affairs. We want the
reproduced sound to match the live performance. The capture, storage, transmission and
reproduction of musical sounds have been the subject of extensive and ongoing
investigation.

We now identify a key restriction on the realistic reproduction of live sound sources.

THE SWEET SPOT

A key recurring issue in modern sound reproduction is that of the sweet spot. Modern
formats have evolved to concentrate on presenting a quality result “as the director intended”
at one location and so are largely based on preserving the direction of sound sources. The
loudspeakers are placed in a circle targeting in the centre – the so-called “sweet spot”. Move
away from this location and there are no guarantees of reproduction fidelity. Any attempt to
increase the effective size of this sweet spot will adversely affect the accuracy of the
reproduction. Toole [1] summarises the dilemma of the present state of the art surround
systems in this regard:

“by simplifying the process (of reproduction), corrupting it some would say, it is possible to
create systems that generate a gratifying sense of envelopment and space, but that cannot
deliver the perceptions of images precisely located where they should be”.

“As the sweet spot is enlarged, the localizations become less well defined but a pleasant
spaciousness can be preserved”.

So the choice is between:

1. Being forced to sit rigidly in one location in order to be surrounded by precise
sound objects.

2. Adding artificial envelopment effects that broaden the sweet spot so that you can
move, but reduce the clarity of the images in the process.

No other practical alternative is available with the present surround formats. A number of
tools have been developed that assist in adjusting and optimising this compromise because
most listeners just do not respect the sweet spot in their listening habits.

Live sound sources do not behave like this. Each sound source is placed in space and
remains so, even when the listener moves and turns. A listener can move amongst the
complex acoustic field of a number of sources and can approach and even circumnavigate
any source with expected, consistent and repeatable results. Any number of listeners can
simultaneously experience their own perspective of the sound field in this way.

Sweet spot based sound reproduction cannot achieve this. What can be done?
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Towards live sound
For live sound, each live sound source originates at a defined point or region in space. The
perceived location remains (or should remain) independent of any listener location or
movement.

It therefore follows that if each sound
source could be recreated at a particular
location in space, then the perceived
sources would behave correctly for any
listening location and orientation. The
listener could move and turn freely and
could even walk completely around the
sound sources, and experience the correct
behaviour of a live sound field with multiple
sources.

The key part missing from today’s sound reproduction formats is the reproduction of each
source at its correct location in space. Correct location of all reproduced sound sources in
space would enable the accurate and consistent reproduction of sound with free listener
movement and no sweet spot restrictions.

A simplistic approach to reproduction could
provide a separate loudspeaker at each
desired source location. These loudspeakers
would need to be fed separate signals
captured individually from each sound source.
A further refinement of this approach would
be to mimic the directivity of each source in
the polar response of the loudspeakers used.

This would be a hopelessly impractical approach, particularly when, for example, the
reproduction of a complex source such as a symphony orchestra was required, but it serves
to clarify three aspects of accurate reproduction:

1. It is possible to eliminate the sweet spot restriction. Greatly expanded sweet spots
would be possible if sound sources could be created as required at points in
space. The listening experience would then be correct throughout the
reproduction room. Off sweet spot image-smearing effects such as immersive
treatments would not be necessary. The sweet spot could be effectively
eliminated.

2. The sound objects created this way would all behave correctly with listener head
turning and movement - a significant improvement over present approaches in
fidelity of reproduction.

3. Shared listening experiences would be possible. Behaviours such as shadowing
would also be reproduced as per the “normal” reality we are all used to. (“sit down
in front, please”).

Next we discuss techniques that can place reproduced sound sources in space without
needing a separate and special loudspeaker for every source and location.
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1 An expos é on the state of the art and its limitations has been presented by Floyd Toole, Vice President
Engineering Harman International Industries Inc. “Direction and Space – the final frontiers” October 2004.
(Harman website).
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REPRODUCING SOUND SOURCES IN THREE DIMENSIONS

To explain how we can locate sound sources fixed in space from any observing location, we
must diverge a little and consider how sound waves from live sources actually behave.

Point sound sources make waves in the air that radiate spherically outward, much as ripples
radiate outward from a stone thrown into a pool.

Using this pool analogy, ignoring its essentially two dimensional nature and any reflections, if
you only saw the waves in the pool at a certain time after starting out from the source, could
you work out where the source was – where the
stone hit the water?

The answer is yes. At any location and at any
observation time (before reflections), we know that
the direction of travel of the ripples in the wave front
as it expands disclose the source direction. We also
know that the height or intensity of the wave drops as
it radiates out. But additionally we can see that the
curvature of the wave-front contains information on
the absolute distance of the source. The wave-front
curvature lessens as it expands out. The waves are
circular and so the source location can be
determined by just observing the curvature of the wave-front and the use of basic
trigonometry.

This simple analogy can be extended to sound waves radiating spherically from a source in
air. Even though these waves propagate in three dimensions rather than the two of the pool
surface and travel much faster, there is sufficient information at any wavefront observation
point to determine the distance and direction of each or any independent source by
observing the wave-front alone.

Whilst you cannot see the acoustic waves in air, you can of course hear them. And you
should be able to determine the source distance and direction of a source by observation of
the resulting wave-front at any point purely from the properties of the wave at the time and
location of observation. You do not have to rely on sound intensity measurement. The key
additional measurement is the determination of the resulting wave-front curvature, gradient
or divergence.

If it is possible to determine both sound source distance and direction of any source from
their propagating wave-fronts, can we recreate sound sources located at specific locations in
space by recreating the corresponding wave-fronts and their curvatures?

If this were possible then we would have an alternative approach to placing sound sources in
space that would eliminate the sweet spot. Listeners would be able move and turn without
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deterioration of the sound field – without the recreated sound source objects appearing to
move [1].

If at any location you measure the spherical wavefront propagating from a point source, you
find that a tighter or smaller radius of curvature means a closer source and a larger radius or
a more gradual curvature means the source was further away. This is not just related to the
loudness of the sound, it is a property of the shape of the wave front at the measuring
location.

A general mathematical term that describes the swelling or expanding nature of a
propagating wave is the divergence.

A flat or parallel wavefront has no curvature or divergence and this would mean the source is
very far away - at the acoustic horizon or vanishing point, in fact.

What is interesting is that the distance rules and hence the wave-front curvature will correctly
scale at any and all observation locations. This is exactly what we need for consistent source
location behaviour and shared listening experiences.

Most real life sound sources do not behave as point sources. Nevertheless, the important
points to note are:

1. The wavefront curvature (divergence) is a direct measure of the (or each
independent) source distance.

2. Treating any acoustic source from the point of view of a complete description of the
wavefront it creates (rather than a detailed description of the object that creates it) is
a potentially useful approach.

3. The ability to place sound sources at an apparently fixed location in space will reduce
to being able to control the wavefront curvature or divergence representing each
source as it arrives at the desired observation point or points.

This immediately suggests a method of reproduction to place sounds at a distance in a
direction – to place sounds correctly in space that is simple but will enable the elimination of
the sweet spot and provide shared listening experiences as in reality. We next explore this
further.

Graeme Huon HuonLabs 2008
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1 The wave-front would measure as if it came from the specified location whether captured by
microphones or a listening person. Human perception of sound source location is an interesting later
topic.
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CREATING SOUNDS AT A DISTANCE IN SPACE

If we had a method to reproduce sound so that sound sources appeared to be placed or
fixed in space, the reproduced sound would better match the original experience. The
listener could then move and turn without destroying the experience. Ideally the method
would be  simple, cheap and backward-compatible with existing formats. Here is the
background we need for one way to achieve this.

It is possible to create wave-fronts with controlled curvature by the use of multiple point
sources if the signals fed to these sources are suitably processed. This will be explained
using a simple example.

Figure 1 shows two point sources placed at two separate fixed locations. The first diagram
shows the creation of wave-fronts from an acoustic impulse at these sources at an instant of
time. The waves are expanding and the curvature of each circular (spherical) wave clearly
tells you where the respective source is. If the wave front is viewed at a later instant of time,
the curvature will be less because the wave has expanded more with distance (time).

It will have exactly scaled its increased divergence with the additional propagation time.

Launching of the wave from the right-most source has been delayed in time and so has not
had time to expand as far or as much. The delay was selected such that the two wave-fronts
arrive at a point on the right at the same time. If the observer was located to the right of the

sources, the resulting wave-front measured (and heard) would be the sum of the two waves
from the two sources. The intensity would be the sum of the two waves, but what about the
wavefront curvature?

Put another way, where would we need to place a single equivalent point source so that the
wave-front measured anywhere to the right was identical to the sum of the two waves?

The second diagram provides more clues. It shows the resulting sum of the two wave-fronts
and indicates the effect of feeding a processed signal to the two sources that modifies the
wave-front to “pinch it in” at the front in the direction of measurement (or listening). This
wavefront now has a tighter curvature than the nearest source alone had, but only for the
wave-front part propagating over a restricted angle to the right. This resultant wave-front
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would thus measure anywhere in this direction as if having been created by a source further
forward than the closest loudspeaker location.

The third diagram shows a wave-front created by a different processing of the signals to
produce a resultant parallel wavefront propagating to the right. This would behave as if it was
created by a (potentially very loud) single source way back at the vanishing point or acoustic
horizon behind the two sources.

Once the wavefront with a particular curvature has been created it will continue to diverge as
if it came from a source location in space that is now not restricted to the locations of either
of the actual sources contributing to recreating the wave, and in fact can place sources well
away from the source locations. Each point on the wavefront will continue to propagate in the
direction of the wavefront normal as if it were a freely expanding source in the medium [1].

The fourth diagram shows a situation that cannot occur with normal non-reflected point
sound sources – the wavefront curves “inwards” and therefore represents a sound source
“beyond the vanishing point”. An acoustic distance-measuring device seeing this wavefront
curvature would be “front to back confused”, either interpreting the wave as a point source
starting “back beyond the horizon” or “out-front behind it and getting louder”. The equipment
would be front-to-back confused!

Placing sound sources at any distance along a line with two sources
The key point is that by using just two point sources (or two loudspeakers with carefully
controlled polar responses) fed with suitably processed signals it is possible to place sound
sources at will in a line at any distance from the furthermost distant limit (at the acoustic
horizon) to appearing placed well in front of the nearest loudspeaker. The resulting wave-
front, once created will propagate preserving the distance relationships for the apparent
source. These placed sources will thus behave consistently for all observation (listeners) in
the target observation area, including when off axis.

To generate the controlled curvature wave-fronts, electrical filters are used to process the
signals fed to the two sources, the signal processing being relative to each other. These
filters adjust the relative phase by the correct amount at each desired frequency to create the
controlled divergence waves. The waves then expand out in the listening area as if created
at a new point location in space.

Multiple sources can thus be placed using loudspeakers with appropriate polar response
covering the desired observation area.

The design of these filters will take into account the nature of the loudspeaker radiation and
the geometry of the array. The overall frequency response can be corrected independently
with equalisation filters if required, as the phase control for source location can always be
derived from one source signal to feed the other source loudspeaker.

The wavefront created by two loudspeakers in this manner will have restrictions on the extent
of the listener area. More complex filtering and sectored loudspeaker geometries will be
needed if extended listening areas are required. Examples will be described later.
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The important point here is that this approach will enable the placement of sound sources
that remain fixed in space as the observer turns and moves anywhere in the defined listening
area.

Creating sounds placed at will in space is not restricted to single sound sources. Multiple
placed sounds can be created simultaneously, and sound sources can be moved in space
from the distant horizon or vanishing point up to being created well in front of the nearest
loudspeaker of the array by controlling the phase of the signals fed to the array.

This approach has a second use. The method of placement adjustment would also allow
sound sources placed at reproduction to apparently be moved away from the loudspeaker
array used for reproduction.

This could be useful, for example, to correct the older surround formats where the
loudspeakers cannot be physically placed ideally, or where the listener would like to shift the
single sweet spot of these formats. The array correction would be fully independent of, and
completely compatible with all source formats including stereo and surround.

It is hoped that correct sound field render and removal of all sweet spot constraints in the
listening environment would be preferable to simply moving the sweet spot of the surround
formats, but the compatibility issue is important.

No sweet spot in the listening area
We are now armed with the capability to place sounds at any desired distance in a straight
line using frequency dependent phase controlled arrays. Whilst the source placement is
restricted to being along a straight line, the listener location is not. The wave front divergence
can be controlled over a wide range of listening angles. For example, the minimum radius
divergent wave shown in the second graph of Figure 1 has consistent curvature (divergence)
anywhere in the listening area defined by an angle in excess of 120 degrees centred on the
closest source loudspeaker.

Listeners anywhere in the listener area forward of the second source would perceive the
correct distance (and direction) of the created source location along the line. The sound
sources created in this way would also behave consistently with listener head turning and
movement - they would behave as real-life sound sources do.

This would be a significant improvement to the present day equi-distant surround sound
formats.

Graeme Huon HuonLabs 2008
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1 Huygen’s principle. Christian Huygens (1629-1695)
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PLACING SOUNDS IN THREE DIMENSIONS

We have seen how we can place multiple sound sources along a line in space so that they
stay put when listeners move and turn in an extended target listening area. We needed an
array of just two controlled directivity loudspeakers to do this. We have been able to place
sound sources anywhere along a line from the acoustic horizon or vanishing point to well in
front of the nearest loudspeaker.

The next question is whether we can extend this to placing sounds in space over an area.

Placing sound sources on a plane
One somewhat impractical approach would use multiple sets
of loudspeaker pair arrays each able to place sound sources
at fixed locations along its individual axial line. Each of these
arrays could be aligned with the listening area and fanning
out so as to cover the desired range of source locations.
Figure 1 shows such a configuration. By this means many
sources could be placed in space so that they remained
correctly located when the listener moved and turned
throughout the listening area. As before, the virtually placed
sources being reproduced will appear correctly located over
the whole of the defined listening area.

One interesting aspect of this approach is that if the
reproduction reference is the vanishing point the loudspeaker arrays do not need to be
accurately placed. The arrays are reproducing virtual source locations and so just need to
align with each line from the vanishing point where sources are to be rendered and aimed to
uniformly cover the target listening area.

An implication of this approach would be that the source images need to be allocated to their
nearest render “lines” before being rendered
along these lines.

If it is recognised that the phase correction for
wavefront curvature and hence render distance
on each line can be the same, then it becomes
possible to collapse one or other of the near or
far loudspeaker sets to a single unit. Further,
the remaining loudspeaker set can then be
replaced with only two loudspeaker sources at
the extremities and the directions for render
derived using the phantom image creation
techniques of stereo reproduction. All that is
needed is to ensure that the coverage of the listener area remains uniform.

By feeding separate channel signals to the loudspeakers at the render area extremities it
would thus be possible to place sounds at any distance in any direction on the plane
between the two lines formed by the arrays, and feed the corresponding common

FIGURE 1

Target
listenin
g area

Figure 2 Three render configurations
placing sounds anywhere on a plane
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loudspeaker source with a phase controlled derived signal. This means sounds could be
placed at any point in space (at a distance and in a direction) between the two lines of the
arrays and in the plane of the arrays.

Figure 2 shows three possible loudspeaker configurations that achieve source render over a
two dimensional area from the vanishing point to well in front of the nearest array source. A
restriction of the simplest approach of a common driver shared between the arrays is a limit
to the available listening area size. The best compromise is to use two arrays to cover the
two dimensional render area.

HuonLabs refers to these techniques and apparatus of controlled distance render with or
without direction as Vector Wave-Front (VWF), to distinguish them from prior art including
Wave Field Synthesis (WFS)1.

Rendering sound sources in 3D
In a similar manner, sound sources can be placed in space
in three dimensions by use of additional arrays covering
the extent of the three dimensions where sources are to be
rendered. Again the whole of the designated listening area
provides consistent observation of the fixed location
rendered sources.

Figure 3 shows one such configuration. Again there is a
near and a far source but now the far images are virtual,
having been panned in two dimensions. The third
dimension of distance is then added by the near source
and appropriate wave divergence control with the relative
phase of the signals.

When the listener moves out of the target listening area, the source location will not
necessarily remain consistent, and spatial and frequency dependent smearing of sources
may appear.

Depth Render (DR) is a term used by HuonLabs to describe a special case of VWF where
the time delay (frequency dependent phase shift) behaviours of all sources at capture are
reproduced directly by appropriately spaced source arrays that match the time delays (phase
shifts) associated with the capture delays. DR reproduction consequently needs no additional
render correction for the arrays, but separate channels are required for each source to be fed
to the array loudspeakers . This ensures that correct presentation of all the source location
phase information occurs. DR thus creates a scaled 1, 2 or 3D image field dependent on the
reproduction loudspeaker placement and spacing. DR was the first distance rendering format
demonstrated by HuonLabs2.

                                                  
1 WFS uses extended broad-fire arrays to holistically recreate the entire wave-field in a region. This
can require hundreds of channels and loudspeakers for overage of a two dimensional area and more
for three dimensional cverage.
2 AES NY pre-print publication (Huon, Velican)

Figure 3 One possible 3D
render configuration
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The next step is to consider any loudspeaker design issues for VWF. Later we will consider
other aspects including distribution channel requirements.

Graeme Huon HuonLabs 2008
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HuonLabs for further details, product information or licensing enquiries.
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NEW LOUDSPEAKERS FOR VWF

Everyone has at least one set of loudspeakers. It would appear that to eliminate sweet spot
listening, all that is needed is to place pairs of these one behind the other to form Vector
Wave-Front (VWF) or Depth Render (DR) arrays. New signal sources and signal processing
will be needed, but having the loudspeakers would potentially be a good start.

Can present-day loudspeakers be used to re-create VWF sound fields with accurately placed
sources and no listener sweet spot restrictions?

First the good news. Your existing loudspeakers can be used as either the front or the rear
loudspeakers of a VWF array and will provide surround-style reproduction. This approach
will, however, not ensure that sound sources are correctly fixed in space.

Now the bad news with your existing loudspeakers.

1. Standard surround loudspeakers have poor off-axis response. For expanded listening
areas, the listener is not constrained to the one sweet spot location as was the case
with surround systems and formats. Thus good on-axis response is no longer good
enough. The on-axis response of the loudspeaker has to be maintained well off axis.
A well-maintained omni-directional output source loudspeaker will be required. VWF
speaker  amplitude and phase response both on and off-axis need to be exemplary.
Surround sound loudspeakers are not. They are designed for on-axis listening –
needing to be “aimed” at the intended sweet spot. Very few (if any) maintain their
phase response or even their average spectral output off-axis – they do not have to
with surround sound reproduction!

2. Most surround loudspeakers available today exhibit resonant modes for their cone
structures. The most problematic of these are the resonances in the surround
structures supporting the cone. When only the on-axis response is considered (as
with surround sound systems), it is possible to adjust the response at manufacture to
provide generally consistent on-axis results. But when output has to be maintained
over a wide listening angle, this does not work. Resonances in a driver surround will
create frequency dependent directivity anomalies that are very hard to eliminate.

3. Cost constraints for modern day surround sound speakers have resulted in rising
distortion figures. Any distortion products in the loudspeaker will create spurious
frequency harmonic components with inappropriate phase response. These will
cause undesirable peaks and dips in the response in certain directions.

4. The size of the loudspeaker will often be a fundamental limitation to the behaviour of
the created sound field. First, the loudspeakers will get in the road of themselves.
They are not designed to be configured as array elements and are often just too big.
Second, large diameter cones on loudspeakers have a directivity that beams with
increasing frequency. (it may seem counter-intuitive but a larger speaker cone
actually beams more). A simple single driver full range direct radiating loudspeaker
source with reasonable omni-directional characteristics up to 20 kHz (to pick a
popular figure) could be no more than 6 mm in diameter because of this limitation.
This is totally impractical for low frequency reproduction. Third, the use of multiple
loudspeakers covering the same or overlapping bands will not solve the problem as it
is the effective driver size that controls the directivity of the created waves. The use of
multiple small drivers to cover a common frequency band again increases the
apparent cone size with attendant beaming.
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5. It is extremely difficult to make a multi-way or multi-driver loudspeaker that behaves
as a point source for all audible frequencies over a wide polar pattern in three or even
two dimensions by mounting multiple drivers separately on a flat baffle, as is the
common practice today. Co-axially mounted drivers are a better starting point.

So the short answer is no, present-day loudspeakers do not lend themselves to VWF formats
eliminating sweet spots. A new category of High Fidelity loudspeaker is required that takes
directivity into serious account.

The ideal VWF loudspeaker
The ideal loudspeaker source would provide:

• Adequate sound pressure level at the listener (103 dB everywhere in the listening
environment, not just the sweet spot, if reference level ITU 775 is used, or greater
if all known real life sounds are to be faithfully reproduced!).

• Distortion that is low – below human perceptual masking levels and so is hidden.

• A response that is maintained over a wide (or the desired) listening area in two or
three dimensions as required.

• A physically small sized unit for shadowing, aperture, directivity and cosmetic
issues.

Such loudspeakers would effectively behave as spherical wave generators (point sources)
for all frequencies of interest and so be suited to controlled divergence arrays.

The design of suitable loudspeakers has required the development of new design and
construction techniques utilising Controlled Diffraction plate (CDP) structures. CDP
structures enable control of the directional phase and frequency response of loudspeakers.
These have previously been used in other fields such as electron microscopy and particle
physics. Their use in the design of loudspeakers is new and has opened a new realm of
loudspeaker performance possibilities.

For reproduction where the listeners walk completely around the reproduced sounds in the
room and still maintain clearly defined acoustic images, the loudspeakers must be truly omni-
directional. Where the format requires that the sound field perspective change as the
listeners move around the created sound field region, loudspeakers that behave as both a
point source and create sound field components that also
change with direction will be necessary. This could be
achieved by having separate line array sets radiating out
from a point or by having one sectored array such that the
sum of the directional components add at a point. Each
sector provides the necessary directional wavefront
divergence coverage [1].

These techniques and apparatus are new and the term
Vector Wave-Front or VWF format has been coined to
describe them.

                                                  
1 Possible reproduction formats will be considered in more detail later.

Figure 1 Acoustic point
source with directional
phase control acoustic
filters    (HuonLabs, 2005)
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Are there any VWF capable loudspeakers out there?
Figure 1 shows a 32 element omni-directional array loudspeaker. This unit is intended for
test purposes. It includes CDP treatment of the individual drivers and is sectored to enable
both distance and direction reproduction.

Figure 2 shows a domestic VWF capable 180 mm diameter
two way loudspeaker. This unit features CDP filters for the two
drivers, providing a sound source extending upwards from 100
Hz with response 3 dB down at 20 kHz at 80 degrees off-axis.
As the unit does not need to be aimed, it is suited to flush in-
wall mounting.

Any VWF capable loudspeaker array would be fully compatible
with all other equidistant formats such as stereo and surround.
You just turn off the distance render.

An added bonus of the VWF format is that you have the
capability to render equi-distant surround formats at the
distance of your choice without moving the loudspeakers. You
could place the loudspeakers in a convenient location and then
electronically move the rendered surround field to the desired
location. Many other effects are also possible.

The use of omni-directional VWF capable sources has further benefits. VWF loudspeakers
are capable of radiating full acoustic energy at all frequencies consistently in all directions.
Sweet spot aimed systems sound very dull by comparison when listened to off-axis. Acoustic
reflections from room boundaries can become an issue because overall the VWF systems
sound brighter and are more responsive to listening room acoustic treatment. This is not
strictly a detractor because the acoustics of the room would be exactly as for the original
instrument played in that room (instruments do not aim at the sweet spot!).

Where the audience is known to be located in a particular restricted location, directional
coverage can be used with VWF capable loudspeakers. This is the case particularly with
cinema and in-vehicle sound systems where seating is well defined and listener movement is
restricted.

The CDP acoustic correction approach used with VWF has the added advantages that the
equalisation tracks with changes in the properties of the medium (air), and that the resulting
filter structures assist in reducing distortion, and that the design is readily mass-produced.
The only disadvantage is that it is hard to design in the first place.

We now have the well-behaved omni-directional loudspeakers we need for placing sound
sources at points fixed in space so that listener movement and turning has no effect and
listening experiences can be shared. This means sweet spot free reproduction in rooms can
now begin.

Graeme Huon HuonLabs 2008
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controlled directivity
loudspeaker (HuonLabs
2007)
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PLACEMENT FORMATS

We have seen methods for reproduction of sound that can place sources as being fixed in
space. The listener is now free to move and turn without sweet spot restriction.

The ability to accurately place multiple reproduced sound sources at points that remain fixed
in space when observed from anywhere in a defined listening region raises the issue of
possible format restrictions.

Each array needs to cover a target listening area with rendered sound based on the listening
area requirements. Three formats arise. In all of the three cases, the listener has a defined
listening region but cannot stray from this region without destroying the perception of sound
objects fixed in space. In particular, the listener cannot pass the line of the first loudspeakers
of the arrays or the wavefront creation technique collapses.

Voyeur format
The distance and direction information remains correct in a region in
space provided the listener is in a target listening area in front of the
arrays. This allows for render of sound objects from well in front of the
array, back to the vanishing point or acoustic horizon behind the array.
This would suit 2D and 3D screen-based cinema for example.

Bubble format
The listeners can be seated or walk completely around the region of
space where the arrays are located, but cannot enter the region of the
arrays. The listeners will perceive sound objects from well forward of the
array “bubble”, back to the vanishing point well behind the bubble, and
for each listener location. This requires the use of multiple or sectored
array structures to present the different perspectives as the listeners
position themselves in different locations or move around the arrays.
This format would suit conference call systems, “concerts in the round”
and point of sale apparatus for example.

Immersive or Virtual Reality format
This is the complement to the bubble format. The listener is now inside
a region surrounded by the arrays and perceives the correct sound
source distance, direction and horizon or vanishing point, but cannot
leave the region. This would suit “cinema in the sphere” and immersive
virtual reality applications, for example.

The use of these separate formats will assist in balancing array design
requirements against scope of audience placement in the intended
application. But it does not allow for the situation where a person wants
to be able to walk around, up to, through and away from each or any
sound source created in space.
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3D field 
image render
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We will now consider how this could be done. The first obvious requirement is that the
loudspeaker sources creating the sound fields will need to be truly omni-directional in nature
as total room coverage will be required. One easy method of achieving this is to use half
sources and take advantage of the boundary image to complete the spherical source.

Graeme Huon HuonLabs 2008
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A GENERAL SOUND REPRODUCTION FRAMEWORK

We have been able to eliminate sweet spots, free up loudspeaker placement restrictions and
create reproduced sound fields of placed objects that stay put when you move and turn as in
reality. The resulting formats are not overly complex but new improved loudspeakers are
required. The new formats are completely compatible with the surround formats and can in
fact be used to correct some shortcomings of these, particularly relating to speaker
placement issues and sweet spot location – that is if the listener wants sweet spot targeted
reproduction, of course.

To achieve this, new rendering equipment is also required. But we must remind ourselves
that at this stage we have only considered the direct sound field component from the
sources. We now need to consider the remaining sound field components.

What other sound components are there?
The traditional framework for classification of sound types
considers the direct, early reflection and reverberant field
components. These are generally considered separate
because of their differing behaviours. One aspect not formally
treated in the classification is to distinguish low frequencies.
We do this because of the lack of human directional perception
for low frequency sound means that all the low frequency
sound field components, - the direct, early reflections and reverberant sound field parts can
be considered as a group from the point of view of creating placed sound objects.

This is not so with the medium to high frequency components. Low frequency sound
reproduction will be treated separately in a later paper.

RECONSTRUCTING THE COMPLETE SOUND FIELD
Direct sound component
We understand the direct sound field component. This is the first arrival sound and travels
directly to the listener from the sources. Given that VWF can place sound sources in space
so that the correct listener perspective is provided, the direct sound field component is taken
care of.

Early reflection component
The early reflection sound is usually the second arrival, having been reflected by objects and
boundaries in the vicinity of the sources. What we know of the early reflections is that the
apparent source of each reflection is not the location of the original sources. Each early
reflection will be modified by specular (hard) and diffuse (illuminatory) reflection components.
The diffuse reflection component will come from the point of impact on the reflecting surface.
The specular reflection will appear to come from an image point behind the surface. Both
reflection types will then interact with the directly radiating sound field components to create
colourations that characterise the capture environment and each listener location. The
characterization has both location and spectral modification parts that relate to the properties
of the reflective surfaces.

Given that with VWF we can arbitrarily place sound sources at fixed locations in space, we
can now place each and every one of the reflection sources correctly at their real and virtual
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locations. As we are also correctly placing each of the direct sound sources in space, the
resulting interacting sound field will behave correctly for each and every listener location just
as was the case in the original environment for each location.

This does not necessarily mean that we have solved the problem of early reflection
reproduction. We still need to locate the early reflection sources to behave as if we are
listening in the capture environment. Fortunately a number of factors assist here.

First, most capture auditoria have dominant early reflections, and these are predominantly
specular in nature. Accurately placing the sources and so reproducing the first, say 10 early
reflections may well suffice.

Second, we could spatially characterise the auditorium and so derive its spatial transfer
function. This could be done once and prior to any performance as it will largely be a
characteristic of the building and the general region that any sources (orchestra etc) will be
placed. This could be done by either actual measurement or by acoustic modelling of the
structure.

Third, if we have appropriate microphones, these will automatically capture the location of all
sources including the early reflections [1].

If a suitable microphone is used for the recording, the set of all reflections “seen” by the
microphone will be correctly captured from the microphone vantage point and therefore will
automatically be correctly placed at reproduction. Unfortunately the result, whilst very good
will be less than ideal because the reflections will be those “seen” at the microphone vantage
point and will not correctly scale with listener relocation in the listening environment at any
other listener location. All listeners bar the one at the position corresponding to the capture
location will receive “a view of a view”.

Another alternative is to model or measure the early reflections themselves and then use
post processing to correctly but artificially place the early reflections at reproduction. By this
means the early reflections can be correctly placed or rendered to represent the original set
for all listeners regardless of location.

This approach would enable the parameterising of both real and virtual recording
environments and thus the ability to recreate these environments at will.

Metadata (data about the venue acoustic behaviour) could be used to distribute the
characteristics of any desired venue and the location of the microphones at the same time as
the recorded sound signals themselves.

This could be of great value to the gaming and virtual reality markets. You could be exploring
a virtual cave in darkness and could sense approaching a wall, then, for a quick change,
switch to the intimacy of a phone booth, for example. Other treatments would also be
possible. Scene changes in movies and games could be accompanied by appropriate early
reflection acoustic behaviour changes.

                                                  
1 Sound field capture and microphones will be the subject of later papers.
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Whilst accurate reproduction of the early reflections in recording venues is now possible with
VWF, in practice, we find that for applications other than gaming and virtual environments, all
but the worst early reflections are completely overwritten by the reverberant field
components.

Reverberant field component
The medium to high frequency reverberant component of the sound field is different. It is
effectively “what is left over” after the direct sound and the early reflections. The reverberant
sound field part is related to the sound from all the original sources but contains no
directional information. It gives the impression of the capture venue size and nature through
decay time constants and spectral acoustic colouring over time. A different set of rules
applies to correctly reproducing the reverberant sound field than those for the direct and
early arrival sound when listeners are free to move and turn in the reproduction environment.

The reverberant sound field is the result of many reflections from objects and surfaces in the
original listening environment. It must be related to the sum of all the sources present in the
recording environment, but is by definition characteristically lacking in any discernible
acoustic directional information for any listener location.

With a correctly reproduced reverberant sound field, the listener should not sense any
directional information when moving around in the listening environment. This means that the
source of the reverberant sound field must be hard to find. An implication of this would be
that the placement of such a source would have to be non-critical.

The reverberant sound field will be considered next.

Graeme Huon HuonLabs 2008
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REPRODUCING REVERBERANT SOUND

The reverberant sound field component is effectively “what is left over” after the direct sound
and the early reflection components have been considered. It is effectively pure echo.

The reverberant sound field component contains contributions from all sound sources
smeared over time and with no directional information – it has been destroyed.

The reverberant sound field is the result of many reflections from objects and surfaces in the
original listening environment providing the overall acoustic behaviour or response of the
environment and giving the impression of the capture venue size and nature. This is a
desirable effect as it provides a spaciousness to the sound. It is thus often desired to
artificially recreate the effect. We now consider how this can be done.

Reverberation is characterized by associated decay time constants and spectral acoustic
response colouring of the acoustic environment over time. To reproduce this characteristic,
all contributing sound sources need to be included with the decay and spectral tailoring
characteristics applied.

Then the phase consistency of the wave-fronts needs to be destroyed. As there is no
coherent distance or direction information in the reverberant sound field.

This characteristic can be mimicked by the use of electrical and acoustic treatments that
essentially provide a myriad of multiple delayed sound source replicas throughout all
frequencies of interest and with the desired overall spectral colouration of the sound.

There are three basic techniques for doing this.

1. The signals can be passed through a loudspeaker/microphone combination in a
dedicated reverberant room. A variation on this is to pass acoustic waves through
solid structures such as springs or plates with acoustic behaviours mimicking the
multiple reflections of the reverberant sound field. These approaches suffer from
physical impracticality and poor fidelity.

2. The signals can be electronically treated before reproduction, “jumbling” them by use
of amplitude and phase treatment including adding multiple delayed, filtered and
decaying versions of the original signal. These signals are then fed to one or more
conventional loudspeakers in the listening environment. One weakness of this
technique is that the loudspeakers being used will tend to disclose their locations as
the listener moves because of their individual directional characteristics. This
approach can be extended with further electronic processing and multiple
loudspeakers to render multiple de-correlated sound images in space. This helps
mask the speaker location, but the ability for the listener to locate the loudspeakers is
still an issue.

3. The actual acoustic output of the loudspeaker reproducing the reverberant field can
be treated. This approach uses acoustic filter structures that effectively “phase
shuffle” and spatially control the harmonic related phase information of the source
sound. A significant advantage of this approach is that no electronic de-correlation
signal processing is needed. The sum of all source signals can be fed directly to the
speakers.
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Early reverberation mimicking attempts used the diffusive reflection structures of Schroeder
and others that relied on stagger tuned quarter wave
overtone reflectors to “de-correlate” the waves. These
structures are used to control specular reflections from
surfaces in rooms but have not been widely used to
construct reverberant field loudspeakers. This has in part
been because the structures do not lend themselves to
compaction and in part because it is difficult to design a
reflective structure that treats all the coherent output
without some leakage.

HuonLabs has developed reverberant field loudspeakers
specifically to overcome these limitations. These
loudspeakers use acoustic half-wave leaky transmissive/ reflective structures to process and
de-correlate their acoustic output. An example is shown in Figure 1. These patented devices
offer significant advantages, as quite compact units can be constructed that are very hard to
acoustically locate but still achieve very good control over the de-correlation and spectral and
polar radiation aspects. The term Whiteroom was coined to describe these devices because
of the visual analogy of their acoustic operation.

Whatever method of de-correlation is used, the spectral decay characteristics of the
recording environment also need to be considered.

Active acoustic masking
Reverberant or de-correlated sound can also be useful for actively masking listening
environment acoustics.

The boundaries of the listening room reflect sound. These reflections are largely specular
and provide clues to the general characteristics of the room and the location of the
boundaries. The problem with boundary reflections is particularly evident when the listener is
free to move about in the listening area. This listening environment reverberant behaviour will
be in conflict with the desired recording environment behaviour and if untreated can be quite
intrusive.

Whiteroom acts as a diffusive source. The specular reflection of a diffusive source remains
diffusive. When the listening environment is “illuminated” with diffusive sound having the
characteristics of the recording environment any specular boundary reflections can then be
masked. The room is acoustically painted “white” with the desired sound source
characteristics. This is not the same as using white noise to mask undesired sounds. Active
acoustic masking is more useful than white noise because the locations of boundaries and
surfaces are masked with the reverberant sound of the source and so full source intelligibility
is maintained and used to full advantage and only exactly when needed.

The reverberant sound field can thus be correctly reproduced in any listening environment
with the bonus of actively masking undesired reverberant listening environment behaviour.
The simplest method is to place a Whiteroom loudspeaker somewhere in the reproduction
room and feed it with the sum of all channels contributing to the original sound. No other
electronic processing is required.

Graeme Huon HuonLabs 2008

FIGURE 1  HuonLabs Whiteroom
Reverberant field loudspeaker prototype
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LOW FREQUENCY SOUND IN ROOMS

Room boundaries reflect sound waves.

For low frequencies (typically where the room dimensions are comparable with half
wavelengths of the reproduced frequency) waves reflected multiple times can create
resonances (peaks and dips in sound pressure level) at particular locations in the room.
These resonances are often called room modes or standing waves. It is very desirable to
control or even eliminate the influence of room modes, as these will colour the reproduced
sound. How could we do this?

First, we need to understand the nature of room resonance modes and of boundary
reflections and in particular the difference in behaviour between them.

Room mode resonances are sealed chamber behaviours. They can have very large
resonance Quality (Q) factors with long establishment and decay time constants. Any loss of
energy from the chamber (room) will lower the level of trapped energy and lower the
resonance effectiveness significantly. This can occur through lossy boundaries or through
room leaks.

Boundary reflections are a
function of the amount of
reflecting surface. As for
room modes, mult ip le
boundary reflections will
occur in sealed rooms, but
un l i ke  room modes ,
boundary reflections still
influence sound for very
open structures. Slap echoes
are an example of boundary
reflections and can occur
between two flat parallel
walls even when there is no
roof and so no room modes
are sustained.

We can use this difference to advantage. If we can somehow couple the initial low frequency
energy to the listener and  then remove it
before room modes have a chance to be
excited we should be able to improve bass
delivery.

To understand how this could work, we first
consider the theoretical case of a football
shaped (rotated ellipsoid) room, say 6 metre
long. Such a room would have two reflective
foci.

If a point source were placed at one focus
point and the sound measured at the other

FIGURE 2  LOG SPL AT THE LISTENER

FIGURE 1  WAVE PROPAGATION IN ELLIPSOIDAL ROOM
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symmetrically opposite focus point, the sound would radiate out spherically from the source
in three dimensions, be reflected by the ellipsoidal boundary and exactly converge back
down to a point at the second focus. Figure 1 shows modelled wave-front snapshots of this
happening.

Figure 2 shows the sound pressure intensity of these components at the second focus during
the propagation time. The earlier arriving sound energy spike shown in Figure 2 is the
spherical wave part radiating directly from the source and past the second focus prior to
being reflected by the boundary, and is almost 40 dB lower in intensity than the totally
reflected wave about to arrive. After arrival at the second focus, the wave-front then diverges
and later converges on the first focus (the source location) again.

This theoretical study clarifies some important principles.

1. The source and listener locations and the boundary shape are all important when
considering the initial delivery of low frequency sound in reverberant environments.

2. It is possible to deliver 100% of the low frequency source energy to a location in a
room with careful choice of the room construction shape and the source and listener
locations.

3. The reflected wave can be precisely delivered to a specific location in a room by the
choice of room geometry and both source and listener location.

4. The direct wave component is not necessarily the dominant low frequency source in
rooms.

5. The direct and reflected wave components of low frequency sound can be separated
by small time intervals (less than 10 msec) in rooms of quite large dimensions ( 6
metres in this case). If acoustic low frequency events separated by less than 10 msec
are generally perceived as being simultaneous, the direct arrival sound will not be
discerned as a separate event. It would be “post-masked” and would simply add to
the perceived level.

For the ellipsoidal room example above, as time continues the reflected wave then diverges
from the second focus until it intersects the boundary a second time and is reflected back to
the source. This cycle of expansion/ reflection/ convergence would continue forever, but for
dispersion and absorption by the air and the walls.

This behaviour is not a volume resonance as it is
independent of frequency. Independently, the
ellipsoid room supports certain resonances at
particular frequencies independently of the early
reflection behaviour described above.

If the source is now moved away from the first
focus, the boundary reflection behaviour is
altered.

As an example, Figure 3 shows the arrival wave
near the second focus when the source was
moved 300 mm above the first focus. It can be
seen that the first point of convergence has now
moved approximately 300 mm BELOW the second focus.

FIGURE 3  MOVING AWAY FROM THE FOCUS
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Figure 4 shows the acoustic energy levels at the centre of this arrival region over time. The
early arrival (spherical) wave is still present though slightly lower in level because of the extra
distance travelled. The reflected wave energy is now also significantly lower (-20 dB) in peak
intensity.

This shows:

1. The boundary shape, source
location and listener locations are all
important for initial low frequency
energy delivery

2. Even in large (6 metre) rooms
placement can significantly affect
delivered energy levels. In this case
a movement of 300 mm lowers the
delivered energy by 20 dB. 300 mm
is the diameter of many present day
woofers!

3. There appears to be a pattern to
location of the source and the
location of the first point of energy
focus that is centred about the gas
centroid (centre) of the room.

Very few people would have
an ellipsoidal room but it
should be apparent from this
theoretical study that the
room modes and the source
to listener coupling warrant
separate consideration. This
forms the basis of new
techniques and apparatus for
control of room modes for
l o w  f r e q u e n c i e s  i n
reverberant environments.

Real rooms
The use of boundary reflections applies to all manner of room shapes.  Figure 5 shows
progress of a wavefront from a source to a
first point of energy convergence.

Figure 6 shows the acoustic energy at the
centre of this arrival region. Again there is
a directly propagating spherical wave
arrival before the main boundary-reflected
wave-front.

The main reflected wave intensity is only
approximately 20 dB down on that for the
perfect ellipse study previously. This is
comparable to the result obtained in the
ellipsoid room when the source was

FIGURE 4 ENERGY DENSITY (SPL) FOR 300 MM SHIFT

FIGURE 5  RECTANGULAR ROOM WAVE PROPAGATION

FIGURE 6 RECTANGULAR ROOM METHOD OF
CENTROIDS ARRIVAL (FIRST 40 mSec)
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relocated away from the ideal focus location by only 300 mm.

Better bass by placement
HuonLabs analysis of reflected sound fields in all manner of room shapes has provided a
rule that helps determine where to place a low frequency loudspeaker (woofer) in any room
for best results.

First you need to know the location of the centre of mass of the air (centroid) in the listening
room. The rule then says that for best early coupling the listener and the woofer should
always be placed on a straight line through the centroid and at equal distances from it. As
this method of coupling uses boundary reflections, it is relatively insensitive to holes and
gaps in the boundaries. HuonLabs refer to the approach as Wave Focus (WF).

So, if you sit anywhere in the room close to the floor, the woofer should “sit” at the
corresponding location equally close to the ceiling, for example!

There are an infinite number of paired source-listener locations for optimal coupling.
Choosing either a listener or woofer location reduces the options to one.

The choice of the location pair will influence the overall coupling effectiveness and the time
separation of the early arrival sound, but each location pair will be the coupling “best effort”.
Also, not all of these pairs will coincide with room mode node/antinode locations.

It is now possible to take advantage of the room boundaries to improve the delivered bass
level and quality and to simultaneously minimise the effects of low frequency room modes in
reverberant listening rooms simply by appropriate listener location and woofer placement,
avoiding room node locations for either.

The use of the Centroids method provides improvement in bass transient performance and
flatness of frequency response but the improved coupling also provides additional sound
level for the listener.  This can be used for more dramatic effect or the same level can be
delivered by turning the bass down. Neighbours will appreciate this.

The above examples caution that the zone of “room mode free” bass is very restricted. This
is in contrast to the view that low frequency reproduction is generally non-critical of location
or placement. In some applications this is acceptable. For example with car sound delivered
to the driver of the vehicle, the seated position is quite well defined. In other applications
such as cinemas it is not.

The general introduction of more woofers at different locations does not help, as (with the
exception of some exotic room geometries) the additional units cannot obey the centroid rule
for any particular single listener location and will thus worsen temporal smearing.

Better bass by annihilation
In the ideal geometry case of the ellipsoidal shaped room earlier, the sound “bounced” back
and forth between the two foci.
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If the original sound source located at the first focus were to emit an anti-phase version of the
original source at the appropriate time (when the original wave returned), the returning wave
could be annihilated. A listener at the second focus would experience the full output of the
source and then no subsequent excitation. As no energy is subsequently available, no room
mode excitation is possible from then on.

HuonLabs calls this patented approach Wave Focus (WF) Annihilation. The rule of Centroids
still applies, but here nature helps out by ensuring that the original source is at a point of
energy concentration automatically for any room shape and so is in the correct location for
best annihilation.

With annihilation, all the benefits of improved level, flat extended response and better
transient performance are achieved but in addition, as the bass energy is effectively
delivered to the listeners then a large amount is removed, there is less overall sound
trespass outside the listening environment. Again the neighbours are happy.

Both Wave Focus and Annihilation deliver very accurate early arrival bass. This can sound
dry where no bass frequency reverberation is available on the source material. The improved
transient performance and extended smooth response more than make up for this on most
program material.

Better bass for all
It would be very useful to achieve the mode influence improvements over an extended
audience listening area. For such an extended audience in a cinema for example,
simultaneous arrival time would also be desirable in order to support the visual image. This is
now considered.

Some geometries of room will better enable the transmission and return of acoustic energy
quite effectively and thus offer coverage for large audiences with minimal temporal smearing.
One such geometry could create a plane wave that traverses the room, either by using
parabolic reflectors or woofer arrays. This wave could then be “caught” and annihilated at the
opposite end by another set of parallel wave generating woofers or could be reflected back
and somewhat annihilated at the source by the original woofers, remembering that there will
be at least some spherical component to the wave-fronts.

Unfortunately these configurations would not provide simultaneous wave arrival for audience
members. Further, where the round trip delay was greater than 10 msec, multiple acoustic
events could be perceived, and particularly where the waves reflect off the rear wall for
annihilation on returning to the front.

But if the plane wave was launched from the ceiling and reflected off the floor for annihilation
on return to the ceiling, the transit time for each audience member would be from head to toe
and back and thus would be within 10 msec and so should be perceived as one event. An
additional benefit would be the apparent increase in coupling effectiveness of the double
pass. By this means, simultaneous arrival time, mode reduced low frequency reproduction
could be achieved for the whole audience.

If the annihilation were reasonably effective, there would be insufficient reverberant energy to
excite perceptible room modes and as a bonus, stray radiated sound would be minimised.
The sources could be zoned to give simultaneous arrival for balconies, stalls and the like
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within the cinema because of the reduction in the stray acoustic energy from each zone.
Figure 7 shows a schematic of such an arrangement in a cinema with stalls and a balcony.

Add within, cancel without
HuonLabs has extended
the concept of WF
Annihilation one step
further. The techniques of
WF and Annihi lat ion
ensure improved sound
delivery to the listeners but
by providing woofers that
also couple some inverted
phase sound outside the
listening environment, sound leakage can be further cancelled externally1. The neighbours
will be pleased.

And as the optimum location can be determined in advance, the woofer it can be installed so
that the cabinet is outside the room and only the coupling port is visible. The owners will be
pleased too!

The approaches of wave focus and annihilation apply generally. This includes set seating
applications such as automotive entertainment systems and post-production studios as well
as large audience applications including cinemas and other fully or at least partially enclosed
environments and venues.

We now have a simple rule for improving bass delivery in rooms for any type or brand of
woofer that will minimise colouration caused by room modes.

We also have new techniques for delivering improved simultaneous arrival of bass sound for
large audiences. These approaches do not just make the bass louder. They deliver improved
bass transient performance with extended flat frequency response – and happy owners and
neighbours all round!.

Graeme Huon HuonLabs 2008
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FIGURE 7 WF Annihilation  - ZONED MODE CONTROLLED CINEMA BASS WITH
SIMULTANEOUS ARRIVAL
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COMPACT VWF DISTRIBUTION FORMATS

Vector format audio
We have seen that triads of independent signals can be used to represent orthogonal
component parts of the velocity of a sound wave at a point so that the resultant velocity
vector at the observation point can be reconstructed. The use of arrays of sensor elements
combined with multiple triads can be used to reconstruct the wavefront and hence enable its
reconstruction. A microphone capturing distance and direction information in three
dimensions would need a minimum of four channels [1] - one triad ( three channels ) and a
reference signal sensed at the (displaced) central location. Higher order microphones would
add multiples of triads.

Today, audio broadcast and audio distribution media use channel or loudspeaker associated
channels. Each loudspeaker has its own reserved distribution channel. Stereo required two
channels, 5.1 surround needs six. If we were to go to higher order surround systems we
would need more. The 10.2 format, for example, requires twelve channels and fourteen if the
option of dipole surrounds is to be catered for.

The alternative would be to define a flexible transmission standard that was simple and had
capped channel count yet distributed the full vector field information and so enabled the full
decoding (and therefore the reconstruction) of the original source Vector Wave Front Field.

Vector format audio achieves this. A minimum of four channels is required, but from these
four channels, all formats can be extracted including mono, stereo, 5.1 surround, 10.2 and
VWF, and even Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) formats. It would make some sense therefore
to consider this format for distribution.

Higher order formats are also possible where additional orthogonal triads are used, providing
the encoding from additional “shells”. 7 channel Vector Format for high resolution distance
and direction encoding for captured sound fields is an example,.

Implementation issues
It is the advent of digital audio capture and distribution that has made the concept of a
common Vector Format possible. Point of Use Render processing capability is now available
in most digital decoder platforms. The use of metadata (data about the data) would enable
the flexible control of the decoding, and could even take into account each listener’s specific
playback configuration and preferences.

The critical parameter for digital distribution of audio is the amount of data transmitted. The
three audio data “consumers” are:

• Channel count.

• Audio bandwidth (sample rate)

• Resolution (word size)

                                                  
1 This format is not new. It was identified by Gerzon and Craven in 1975 amongst others.
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The size of the data “pipe” required for audio is the result of choosing the values of these
three parameters. Any restriction on available data throughput or storage capability must
impact one or more of these parameters.

It would be possible to cap and even to reduce channel count by use of Vector Format
distribution. This would come at a price because additional decoding capability would be
required at distribution and the point of use, but the recovery of a channel and the immediate
benefit of a 20% reduction in bandwidth is not to be overlooked. Further, the support of all
formats can only be achieved this way, and as we will see certain capabilities of audio
delivery cannot be achieved without this approach.

Compression strategies
An immediate issue arising from the use of this format is that of compression. The present
strategy for controlling bandwidth is to compress the signals before transmission and expand
or recover them at replay. Pressures of increasing channel count have forced higher
compression levels to reduce file sizes. This has meant that in recent years the initial loss-
less compression strategies used in  distribution have also had perceptual encoding overlaid.
Loss-less encoding means that the full original signal can be reconstructed from the
compressed transmission or distribution. The term “perceptual coding” means that the
compression has taken advantage of human hearing limitations to remove audio data that it
was deemed would not be discernible from the reproduction channel loudspeaker by the
listener. Most common formats including MP3 and AC3 do this. Some formats have
maintained loss-less packing strategies. Meridian Loss-less Packing (MLP) is one such
format.

If Vector Format distribution is introduced, compression strategies will have to change. The
perceptual limitations would only apply to the extracted channels, not the source Vector
Format. We will have to keep more audio information audio during distribution and therefore
tend towards loss-less packing. This will be offset by the fact that the channel count is now
less and capped.

There are other ways of limiting demand for data throughput.

Metadata is the data about the data. In previous sections it was seen that the component
parts of the captured and reproduced audio could be expressed as metadata rather than
transmitted in the audio signal. Some examples already identified include early reflection
locations, reverberation decay time constants, activation or de-activation of the array render
and special render effects.

Compatibility
The move to Vector Format distribution could be as a next generation product set or it could
be a migratory approach maintaining compatibility. In its crudest form, the signals could
simply be transmitted within four of the existing five surround channels, and the fifth channel
not used.

A more sophisticated approach could address the compatibility issue by resolving the
electrical signals into defined separate axis component parts such as left-right, forward-back
and up-down and transmit these as a vector set in such a way that a basic (stereo) decoder
would be able to directly present the signals to its channel associated loudspeakers without
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further decoding, yet accurate higher order decoding remained possible. The spare channel
could be used to transmit a difference signal to assist with this backward compatibility.

The audio production chain of the future
With digital distribution systems, the need for decoding at the point of use already exists and
so the issue reduces to one of fitting the additional decoding requirements into the available
processing platforms. Figure 1 shows the structure of the new production chain. This

structure would apply to streamed audio applications including interactive gaming as much
as to traditional broadcast and point of sale media.

To understand what would be required for the broadcast of the revised audio formats
previously described, we compare the new format to the existing 5.1 channel format. The
new capability would include Vector WaveFront (VWF) reproduction, Wave Focus low
frequency reproduction (WF), Early reflection render, Whiteroom  reverberant field
reproduction and masking and metadata delivered using loss-less compressed Vector
Format audio.

Low frequencies
Mode free low frequency reproduction would use a bass manager function in the decoder to
extract all low frequency content. The decoders could also optionally manage annihilation.

The separate Low Frequency Effects channel is no longer needed. The recovered “0.1”
channel would then have sufficient throughput for the envisaged metadata rates. The main
issue would be to ensure that legacy decoders did not try and reproduce the metadata as
bass!

Main channels
Vector format 4 channel distribution would recover a complete channel. Sound fields could
be recreated. Sweet spots would cease to exist. Surround format/sweet spot listeners would
also be transparently supported
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Additional facilities
• VWF format would enable early reflection placement and recreation of bounded

spaces. The four distributed channels contain all the necessary material. The
metadata channel would create (say) the first ten reflection placements as required.
Existing formats cannot do this.

• Whiteroom would control envelopment effects and boundary masking. A
reverberation manager would extract the sum of all four distributed channels.
Metadata would turn whiteroom on and off and specify decay time constants and
spectral colouring. No additional channel would be required. Present formats cannot
do this.

• The Premium end user can provide special effects and perspectives such as stage
walkthrough and favourite instrument seating. This could be an additional charge
feature – pay per render. Present formats cannot do this.

Vector Format electrical transmission should not be confused with Vector WaveFront (VWF)
acoustic capture. VWF applies to the acoustic sound field. VWF information could be
transmitted using Vector Format electrical signals.

Graeme Huon HuonLabs 2008

The information contained herein is copyright to HuonLabs. No material can be reproduced in its totality or in part or without
the express permission of HuonLabs Pty Ltd. Any reference to this material must quote the HuonLabs source. Trade marks
and Patent applications apply to most aspects of the work disclosed here. Contact HuonLabs for further details, product
information or licensing enquiries.
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EXTENDING THE HUMAN ACOUSTIC MODEL

We have seen that we can create microphones and loudspeakers that capture and
reproduce sound sources placed in space. These reproduced sources could then be treated
as real – measured and recorded, or listened to. We have avoided the human perception
aspect. We now look at this.

Lord Rayleigh published his paper on the directional nature of sound perception in 1907
[1].This work explained binaural hearing behaviour using a model considering the ears as
simple pressure sensing microphone elements. Two variables were used – Inter-aural Time
Delay (ITD) for the additional distance the sound wave had to travel around the head and
Inter-aural Intensity (level) Difference (IID or ILD) for the sound source proximity to the
nearest ear.

This model essentially recognised that two pressure sensing elements separated by a small
distance along a line can selectively determine the direction of a sound source.

A primitive model of hearing
We will use an electro-
acoustic analogy of
h u m a n  a c o u s t i c
perception to help
determine exactly what
the essential “system”
requirements are. This
will provide further
insights into how
acoustic perception
could work.

We start with the basic configuration described above. Two microphone elements are spaced
170 mm apart in free space to model a primitive human head. The electrical outputs from the
microphone elements are summed.

Figure 1 shows the directional behaviour of such a model. The graphs represent the
measured output from a point sound source moved around the “head”, measured at various
frequencies. To clarify the nature of the graphs with respect to path difference the sound
level received at each element has been adjusted in the model to be the same. In practice
the levels are different because of proximity and shadowing. This means that the nulls are
not as deep or as regular in appearance. The full three-dimensional graphs extend the lobes
to toroidal or doughnut shaped responses.

The maximum path difference between the elements occurs when the sound source is to the
extreme left or the right. At approximately 1 kHz, the path difference from the source to each
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element has become half the wavelength and so the summed signal has a cancellation null
or dip appear that occurs symmetrically to the left and the right of the elements (the head).

As the frequency is further increased the half wave cancellation path difference is decreases
and so the null or dip location “moves around the head” with front-back symmetry. At the
same time the next highest frequency of cancellation corresponding to three half
wavelengths occurs to the left and the right and so multiple nulls now  “appear”, and move to
the front and back. As the frequency is increased, more and more nulls or dips appear and
move to the front and the back. At any nulls, the particular frequency is theoretically missing
completely in that direction – there is an acoustic blind spot. No amount of electrical
equalisation of the overall or summed output signals will recover signals from such nulls.

Human hearing does not exhibit these periodic complete nulls. The primitive model will need
augmenting by some means to more accurately represent human hearing, but the result of
path differences can be clearly seen.

Improving the situation with electrical filtering
We now consider whether electrically treating the signals from each element separately
before summing would affect the directionality. The answer is that it can.

The simplest example to show how this could work only changes the response for sounds in
one particular direction.

The signal from the nearest element is delayed by the propagation time to the furthermost
element. The time delay would effectively mean that there was no path difference between
the elements and so the output from the combined elements was independent of frequency.
This would only apply for a point sound source in one direction. As the source rotated away
from this direction, nulls would reappear. This is not a very useful apparatus unless you can
continually more the array to align with the source (turn the head), have some way of
deriving delayed signals for every direction and then determining the relevant delay to use for
each source direction or have the luxury of signals from many “ears” around the head to treat
so that any nulls are outside the frequency range of consideration, but it does demonstrate
three important aspects:

1. Microphone design strategies can either minimise or compensate for design
dimensions.

2. The directional response can be altered by electrical signal processing of the individual
element signals in isolation. Nulls and dips can be shifted but not necessarily eliminated
because, for this geometry of elements the effect of the path difference cannot be
removed in all directions simultaneously by this form of signal processing alone.

3. The electrical outputs of the microphone elements can be simultaneously electrically
processed to obtain more than one output, each with a different directional behaviour.
In the above case both the untreated response with nulls and the delayed response
with no nulls to the left (or the right) would be available.

A different approach will be required if acoustic blind spots (nulls) and dips are to be
eliminated, but electrical processing is always available to assist with processing should the
need arise.
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When this model is translated to the human hearing case the necessary electrical signal
processing becomes the responsibility of the brain. In particular, where frequency dependent
processing is required, such as in the case of time delay and phase filtering of multiple
frequencies, the brain will need to receive signals analysed into frequency bands by some
means (cochlea). Significant signal processing “brainpower” would be required to undertake
the processing, and some forms of both long term and dynamic temporal storage of the
processing artifacts would need to included in the brain along the way.

Improving the situation with directional acoustic filters
It is also possible to treat acoustic waves arriving at each microphone element with external,
purely acoustic filters.

External acoustic filters have a significant advantage over pure electrical processing in that
they can be physically constructed to vary phase and amplitude with direction. Electrical filter
processing is limited to working with the signals from the microphones and therefore has
limited processing capability for direction. Arrays of elements can be used to synthesise
directional response by electrical means alone, but the highest frequency of operation is
limited by the element spacing and so multiple elements are required, particularly if either
high directivity, full coverage over all space or a combination of both is required. External
acoustic filters will of necessity have to take into account the acoustic behaviour of the
overall microphone structure. This is also the case with multi-element arrays using solely
electrical processing.

Many external acoustic filter treatments are possible. For example, with a spherical geometry
head having just two elements, it is possible to remove periodic frequency dependent nulls
and dips completely using an acoustic filter that exactly compensates for the path length
difference between the elements around the sphere. A suitable filter for each element is
based on a quarter wave transmission tube. Whilst this filter structure is not in itself
directional, it does create a directional response on the sphere. On the median plane there is
no path difference, and on the axial line the path length difference is exactly compensated.
There will still be amplitude and phase errors with direction (and distance) between these
locations, but these are now less severe. Figure 2 shows a graph of the summed element

output response for a two element spherical microphone showing the response anomalies
related to path length differences on-axis, an ideal _ wave compensation filter response and
the resultant overall response (red).
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The remaining frequency response errors that occur with direction can now be treated by
using additional acoustic filters that provide phase shift with frequency that varies with
direction. A separate filter will be required for each element. These filters will be symmetrical
both with regard to each other and independently as they are each correcting for a
symmetrical geometry spherical head.

When a restricted number of sensing elements (two) are used, passive acoustic structures
are necessary as these are the only method of providing the necessary direction dependent
phase shifts. Electrical processing of the outputs from the two elements cannot achieve this.

Once the response correction has been achieved in all directions, no null or dip producing
phase shifts will occur in the summed output of the two elements as sound sources move
around the microphone and as the sources move closer and further away. It is still possible
to process the difference signal and obtain divergence (sound source distance) information
at the same time, though the use of two elements placed on a diameter would limit the
usefulness of the approach for capturing source distance information as no divergence
information would be able to be captured anywhere on the median plane.

To overcome this limitation, the microphone elements can be moved away from their
diametrically opposed locations. This relocation will require adjustment of the acoustic
equalisation filters as now the path length differences have changed to become dependent
on direction. Many combinations of _ wave equalisers and directional phase filters are
possible. The _ wave stub equalisers could be adjusted to compensate the dominant path
difference that is now the shortest distance on the sphere surface. The directional phase
filters on each element can then equalise the remaining directionally dependent phase shifts,
noting that now the filters will be mirror images of each other but independently asymmetric.

By this means it is possible to approach the uniform response capability of the symmetric
case, but it may not be as effective in removing all peaks and dips with direction because of
the variable shadowing now present. The advantage, however, is the now the difference
signals will provide divergence (distance related) output in all directions.

The acoustic filters correct the amplitude/phase differences between the two microphone
elements and so would need to consider both the basic physical configuration including
sphere diameter and microphone offset from the diameter. An iterative design strategy is
thus most likely required. Where the basic shape varied from a pure sphere, the principles
outlined above could be applied to develop the appropriate equalisation that preserves both
distance and direction information for sound sources placed anywhere.

Sets of filters could be designed such that there was no direction over 360 degrees in all
planes for either sensor where unacceptable loss of frequency band amplitude and phase
information occurred, and that allowed determination of directional and distance related
information. These filters would exhibit physical mirror symmetry when used to compensate
spherical shapes.

This is fully analogous to the nature of human hearing, the ear canals and the ears on the
human head. In profile it can also be seen that the human head indeed does have offset ear
locations.
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The electronic head
For humans, certain directions may need preferable coverage at the expense of worse
performance in other directions, and certain frequency bands may be of greater interest than
others. This would enable simplification and customisation of the structures and the
subsequent signal filters.

Electrical signal processing of the outputs from the individual elements by the digital signal
processing “brain” would also be available for assistance in the design process [2].

One approach would be to design acoustic filters that minimise the amount of subsequent
processing power required to extract the required source location information. Acoustic filters
are just topological structures and can be replicated, whereas “brainpower” is usually in
demand for other tasks.

Each directional filter microphone (ear) should now be able to discern direction information
on its own, taking into account the acoustic influence of the head and torso shape. The
mechanism would use the processing analysed into frequency bands and memory
requirements identified previously. This is the first significant extension to the Rayleigh
model.

The originally simple two-microphone element model can now be split into the arriving
acoustic wavefront part (that is already known to carry information about both the distance
and the direction of all sources), directional acoustic filters, the microphone elements with
spectral analysis capability and the processing required by the central processor “brain”.

This logically leads to considering what information can be extracted and what subsequent
‘brainpower” processing is needed.

We have previously seen that a divergent acoustic wavefront contains both distance and
direction information, so we now consider a perception model based on these parameters - a
distance and direction model. We already know that both distance and direction will need to
be considered together in order to fully locate sound sources. Their separate consideration
will now lead to a significant potential extension of the present hearing models.

Direction sensing issues
If a point source with sufficiently
broad spectral content is measured
by a single microphone element on
a sphere with external directional
acoustic fi lters as described
previously, sufficient information is
available from the wavefront to
determine the source direction. This
requ i res  the f i l te r /e lement
combination to have been previously
calibrated for directionality at all
frequencies, and these calibrations
stored in a suitable form to be
available at all times for comparison.
In humans this is described as a
learned experience

Verifying human acoustic perception capability
We can verify human distance perception capability in three easy
steps.

1. Each ear should be directional with frequency. We
should be able to test each ear independently to
verify this. We also know that the spread of
frequencies in the test signal should cover the
range of directionality of the ear. A broadband point
source such as a sharp finger click could be used.

2. The combination of two ears should be able to
discern distance. Again the spread of frequencies
in the test signal should cover the range of
directionality of each ear.

3. Disabling one ear should remove the ability to
perceive distance, yet retain direction sensing.

When these three tests are done it is indeed found that human
hearing can discern the distance and direction of sound sources,
but this tells little of how this is done by the brain inside the head.
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The frequency band outputs will then only be consistent for one physical direction, and so the
source direction can be uniquely determined.

The source has been assumed to be well behaved and at a point. The nature of real sources
can disrupt the direction determination under certain conditions:

• The source does not contain sufficient spectral information

• The source is not a point

• The source is corrupted by specular reflections

• The source varies its phase response with frequency

Reflections or coherent phase anomalies in the propagation path can also disrupt the
determination.

Direction determination will require significant processing in the “brain” and reference to a
learned memory. This processing will also need to split the incoming signals into frequency
bands during processing in order to determine the direction.

Thus there are two significant and distinct processing activities required, and each activity
will need access to stored information – the compensation for the acoustic “ear” filter
response, and the split frequency band processing needed to locate each broadband sound
source direction. Each processing step will require some reference to learned or stored
information.

The significance of this will be seen in the next section.

Distance sensing by series processing
We have seen that each of the
filter/element combinations can
independent ly determine
direction. With two “ears”, two
directional determinations are
thus available. It should be
possible to determine source
distance from these two
determinations essentially by
trigonometry with suitable
add i t iona l  “b ra inpower ”
processing and with reference
t o  a  l e a r n e d
distances/directions memory
table.

This would be a significant
third processing activity and
memory requirement over the
previous filter calibration and
d i rec t ion  de te rmina t ion
requirements.

A simple test for existence of a distance processing stream

You will need an assistant.

Human directional acoustic sensing can be overloaded and thus
effectively at least partially disabled by rapidly and repetitively
turning the head from side to side.

Whilst this is being done you can still quite clearly determine distance
of a finger click approaching and receding, or placed near or far, but you
need to use the full divergence sensing array – both ears.
This shows that separate processing streams are possible, but more
elaborate tests are required to prove this.
Most listeners will innately want to stop head turning and get a fix on
the sound when it approaches. Simply stop clicking and berate the
listener if this occurs!
A surprising result is found if the proximity test is repeated approaching
behind the listener’s head. The sensitivity to proximal sounds is
commonly greater behind the listener. This would probably be
consistent with the audible survival alerts of our ancestors!
It is a good idea for the listener to sit down whilst the test is done to
avoid falling over.
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There is another way.

Distance sensing by simplified parallel processing
We know that the divergence or swelling of the acoustic wavefront contains all the necessary
information to determine source distance.

The previous, simple acoustic filtered model could use another processing method to more
directly determine distance information using the divergence of the wavefront.

The divergence or gradient information essentially considers the change in the field and thus
would logically start with the difference signal from the two acoustic filtered elements. The
directivity nulls will still need to be removed with acoustic filters, as was the case for the
directional determination above, but then the difference signal could be used for
determination of distance.

This will use some processing brainpower, but the directional filters are already available
from the direction determination processing and these could be used, minimising the
additional brainpower required. The assumptions would be that either the acoustic filter
correction was able to be done before the sum and difference processing, that the filter
corrections were duplicated or that some form of synchronised parallel streams were used
for the processing.

The key point is that after acoustic correction to
remove nulls and dips, the difference signal
should contain the divergence information for
distance in all directions and this should not need
a great deal of further processing. In particular it
does not need spectral analysis.

A significant processing load for decoding and
comparison could now be left out by the “brain”,
compared with processing the two directional
parts of the summed signals [3].

From the model, it then makes sense that the
primary human acoustic cue is distance as this
requires less “computer power” than direction
based processing. Sound source distance should
show as a faster perceptual awareness, and
could thus be a trigger for cognitive control of
direction processing.

Some evidence of this has already been found for the Pre-associative Acoustic Store in
humans [4]. The simple proximal test described in the box above also supports this.

An overall “wiring diagram” of human perception is suggested in figure 3, starting from the
“pink” acoustic correction filters on either side of a head and progressing through to
conscious perception.
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FIGURE 3  HEARING SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
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The Rayleigh model can now be extended to include symmetric directional acoustic filter
structures, and we can be on the lookout for parallel concurrent processing and both
distance and direction perception streams in the brain.

Graeme Huon HuonLabs 2008
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1 J. W. Strutt (3 rd Baron Lord Rayleigh), “On our perception of sound direction,” Philos. Mag., Vol. 13, pp.
214–232, 1907.
2 When the true geometry of human hearing is considered, the propagation behaviour of the head as a “bluff and
shadowing body” would also need to be considered as part of the acoustic filters. This is not being introduced at
this time to ensure that the concepts of hearing directionality are clearly understood.
3 Brain-centric evolution would have it that brains are either smart and lazy or just too popular and so evolve
bodies as support systems that minimise their own processing load!
4 Crowder, R G and Morton, J. Precategorical Acoustic Storage (PAS). Percept. Psychophys. 5: 365-373, 1969.
(Dept. Psychology, Yale University, New Haven CT)
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